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A quantum robot is a mobile quantum system, including an on board quantum computer a
needed ancillary systems, that interacts with an environment of quantum systems. Quantum robot#
carry out tasks whose goals include making specified changes in the state of the environment or
carrying out mezumrements on the environment. The environments considered so far, oracles, data
bases, and quantum registers, are seen to be special cases of environments considered here. It is also
seen that a quantum robot should include a quantum computer and cannot be simply a multistate
head.

A model of quantum robots and their interactions is discussed in which each task, as a sequence
of alternating computation and action phases,is described by a unitary single time step operator
T = T. + T. (discrete space and time are assumed). The overall system dynamics is described
as a sum over paths of completed computation (T.) and action (T”) phases. A simple example
of a task, measuring the distance between the quantum robot and a particle on a lD lattice with
quantum phase path dispersion present, is analyzed. A decision diagram for the task is presented
and analyzed.

I. INTRODUCTION

Quantum computers are of much interest due to their increased power over classical computers in solving certain
problems [1,2]. Most studies of quantum computers consider them as stand alone systems operating in isolation
from external systems as an environment. So far work on quantum computers which includes interactions with
environments is limited mainly to noise effects, data base searching, and quantum oracle computing. The former
considers environmental interactions as a source of noise and errors. This has stimulated the development of quantum
error correcting codes to minimize this effect [3,4] Other methods rely on the use of properties of systems with
relatively long decoherence times [5,6]. Quantum oracle computing has been discussed but not developed extensively
[7]. Data base searchhg has been much discussed recently [2].

Here the emphasis is on quantum computers and their interactions with the environment in general. The interest is
in quantum computers along with ancillary systems that can move in and interact with an environment of quantum
systems. These are the defining characteristics of quantum robots.

Quantum robots are of interest from a foundational viewpoint [8]. If quantum mechanics is universally vdd, then
the systems that carry out theoretical calculations (computers) and physical experiments to test theoretical predictions
(robots) must be described within quantum mechanics, i. e. as quantum computers and quantum robots. It follows
that the systems that test the tildity of quantum mechanics must be described by the same theory they are testing.
Quantum mechanics must describe its own validity to the maximum extent possible [9].

A related reason that supports study of quantum robots and their interactions with an environment is that they
provide a very small first step towards a quantum mechanical description of systems that are aware of their environ-
ment, make decisions, are intelligent, and create theories such as quantum mechanics [10-12]. If quantum mechanics
is universal, then these systems must be described with quantum mechanics to the maximum extent possible.

Another reason that supports study of quantum robots is that there is no limitation on the types of environments
included. Environments studied so far, such as oracles, data bases, and quantum registers, are special types of
environments. These specific types of environments are dkcussed in the next section. Reasons are also given why the
quantum robot must include a quantum computer and cannot be simply a multistate head.

Section 111summarizes a dynamical modeI of the interactions of quantum robots with environments that has been
described elsewhere [8]. The dynamics are described in terms of tasks carried out by the quantum robot. Tasks are
defined as sequences of alternating computation and action phases. The model describes task dynamics in terms of
iteration of step operators and Feynman [13] sums over phaSe paths.

A simple example of a task, measuring the distance between a quantum robot and a particle, is described in
Section IV. The example is a generalization of the one described elsewhere in that sums over different paths of states
are included in the phase path sum. A description of the task including the steps needed is given along with a
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“ representation of the task as a decision diagram. Accuracy conditions are also discussed. The complexity of even a
simple measurement, as a task for a quantum robot, and the relation to a possible Church Turing hypothesis [14,15]
applicable to the carrying out of physical experiments [8] is noted in the last section.

II. ORACLES, DATA BASES, QUANTUM REGISTERS, AND HEADS

Oracles and data bases, as used in quantum oracle computation [7] and in Grover’s algorithm [2], and quantum
registers, are special cases of environments considered here. Oracles are special cases because the relevant properties
are not supposed to be time dependent. An oracle that answered yes to a question at one time and no to the same
question later on would be regarded as defective. Also the answer to a question Q at time t should not be influenced
by the asking of another question P at an earlier time tl where both the yes and no answers to P are ignored.

As environmental systems the states of both data bases and quantum registers can be time dependent in the sense
that data bases change as old data is replaced or corrected or new data is added. Also the states of quantum registers
change with time as part of any quantum computation process. However in both these cases the systems change in
carefully specified ways. In particular, neither of these systems are supposed to change spontaneously in the absence
of interaction with external systems. An environment of moving interacting systems whose states changed as a result
of the interactions or motion would not serve as a physical model of data bases or quantum registers. In the latter
case the requirement of no spontaneous changes is emphasized by the need for quantum error correction codes and
other stabilization methods to minimize this effect [3,4].

Environments considered here are not so limited. They include interacting moving systems whose quantum states,
W(t) = e ‘iHt~(0), are evolving with time. For these systems the yes answer to any question, represented by a
projection operator Q, has a time dependent probability (W(t) ]Qlill(t)). Also let P and Q be two projection operators
corresponding to question P asked at time tland Q asked at a later time t.The probability of a yes answer to Q at
t is not in general equal to the probability of a yes a&wer to Q at time t given that P was asked at time tl and the
answer ignored. The latter probability is given by Trp(t)Q = T~p(tl)Q(t – tl) where Q(t – tl) = eiHtt-tlJQe-iH(:-tl)
and p(tl)= PRw(~l)P + (1 – P)%qt,) (1 - P) with %(t,) = lQ(tl))(V(tl)l.This nonequaMy holds in the case that
Q(t - tl)does not commute with P.

Arguments that the quantum robot must include a quantum computer and cannot be simply a mukistate head
are based on the number of degrees of freedom in the head. If the head is ‘a single degree of freedom that must be
responsive to at least N different alternatives of environmental information, it must be possible to dktinguish between
iV different interred states of the head. For large values of IV, as would be the case for a general purpose or universal
quantum robot able to carry out many tasks in many different environments [8], this is physically unreasonable. For
example if the head is a single spin system, it is very dMicuIt to dktinguish IV different spin projection states.

In this case, and in any case where the number of alternatives that must be distinguished by the head is exponentially
large, (e.g. distinguishing all bit strings of length n) the only reasonable approach is to allow the number of degrees
of freedom in the head to be polynomial in log N. But thk is equivalent to requiring that the head include a quantum
computer. That is it must be a quantum robot. The same argument holds if the head has a small number (> 1) of
degrees of freedom.

III. A MODEL OF QUANTUM ROBOTS WITH ENVIRONMENTS

Here the description of a specific model of quantum robots with environments will be summarized. Details are
given elsewhere [8]. A quantum robot consists of an on board quantum computer, a finite state output system o
and a control qubit c. The dynamics of thse systems and their environmentzd interactions can be described by tasks
consisting of alternating computation and action phases. The goal of each computation phase is to determine the
following action by generating a new state of o. Input consists of the former state of o, any stored memory, and the
neighborhood state of the environment. The environment state and quantum robot location remain unchanged.

During the following action phase the action, determined by the state of o, is carried out. The states of all on
board systems remain unchanged. Actions include motion of the quantum robot and neighborhood changes of the
environment state. Examination of the environment may also be needed. The function of the control qubit c is to
turn on and off the two types of phases. The computation [action] phase is inactive when c is in state 11)[10)]. Each
phase terminates by changing the state of c.

A unitary step operator T = T. + T= which describes the dynamical changes of the overall system during one time
step is associated with each task. (’To keep things simple discrete space and time are assumed.) If ~(o) is the overall
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quantum robot plus environment state at time O the state after n time steps is given by V(n) = T“Q (0). The action
and computation phase step operators satisfy To = TPf and Tc = TP& where the projection operators P; refer to
the states of c.

The requirements that Tc both depend on and not change the environment state or quantum robot location can be
expressed by a diagonality condition

Here P; and P~ are projection operators for the environment in state ]-?3)and the quantum robot at lattice location
g= z, y, z. The additional requirement that dependence of Tc on the environment state is limited to a regionin the
neighborhood of the quantum robot can be expressed by the requirement that for each Z, P~TcP4r commute with

‘;N(~ which is the projection operator for finding one or more environmental systems outside a ne~ghborhood IV(Z)

of g [8],
The requirement that Ta depend on but not change the states of o is given by a similar expression,

The independence of T= from the states lb) of the quantum computer is given by requiring that for each state lb), Ta
q= A similar independence on the states of environmental systems outsidecommute with the projection operator pb .

the range of T= is given by the requirement that for each ~, Z, P&T=P~ commutes with PJNW,4, the projection

operator for environmental systems outside the neighborhoods of ~ and Z.
It is useful to express the dynamical development of the system as a Feynman [13] sum over paths of computation

and action phases, i.e. a phase path sum. To th~ end consider the matrix element (vJ,i]Tn]wl, O) which gives the
transition amplitude for going horn state IZUl,O) to state Iw, i) in n steps. Here Iw) denotes the state of all systems
except that of the control qubit. One can use T“ = (T(Pf + P:))% to obtain

6(~,n)

(w,ilTn@l,O) = ~ ~ ~ (dt+ l),il(Tv,)h’lp(t)),... , (p(3) ](TJh2 lp(2))(p(2)l(TJh1 Ip(l), O) (3)
t=l p=ths p of hl,-,lu=l

length t+l

Each term in this large sum give the amplitude for finding t alternating phases in the first n steps where the jth
phase begins with all systems (except for c) in state Ip(j)) and ends after hj steps with all systems in state Ip(j + l)).
The upper limit on the h sums shows the restriction that the sum hi+,.. -, +ht

1P(1)) and lP(~+ 1)) are IVJI) and IVJ).

= n. The initial and final path states

Eq. 3 is shown for the case that the initial phase is a computation phase, or c is in the initial state 10). A similar
equation holds in case the initial phase is an action phase. The alternation of phases is expressed for thk case by the
subscripts ~j: if j is even vj = C, if j is odd Vj = u. Also the restrictions of Eqs. 1 and 2 on T= and T. show that if j
is even, ]p(j)) and ]p(j + 1)) show the same environment and robot position states. If j is odd, Ip(j)) and ]P(j + 1))

show the same quantum computer and o system states.
The equation shows clearly that for any n the overall system state is a linear sum over many phase path states of

alternating computation and action phases for the task represented by T. For each value of t and p, the equation
gives the amplitude for the phase path p containing t– 1 completed ph~es and one, the tth, which may or may not
be complete. The h sums give the dispersion in the duration or number of time steps in each phase in p.

It follows from Eq. 3 that the overall system state W(n) can be expressed, for each initial state component, as an
exponentially growing (with n) tree of phase paths. Each node in the tree corresponds to a state ]p(j)). The t sum
shows that some branches of the tree have very few nodes and include those having one node (t= 1).

IV. A SIMPLE EXAMPLE

A. Task Description

A simple example to illustrate the actions of a quantum robot has an environment with a single motionless particle
p on a ID lattice. The task is to measure the distance between the quantum robot and p by alternating quantum
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robot motion with local observations for p and counting the number of .nonobservations of p until p is found, (the
search part). In the return part, the quantum robot goes back the same number of steps and the task ends by entering
the ballast part. This part is present to preserve the unitarity of T.

The overall goal of the task, as a condition on T can be expressed as follows: Let @= ZY Culy) denote the state of
p on the lattice with the quantum robot in position and internal memory state Iz, ()). The step operator T for this
task is to be such that iteration generates to good accuracy the welI known entanglement

(4)

over a limited range of y values (O ~ y – z < 2N -see below), denoted by the I on the ~. Here IY-z) is the
memory qubit string state corresponding to the lattice distance y – z (number of sites) in one direction only between
p and the quantum robot. Thk equation is easily generalized to the case that the quantum robot is in a wave packet
e~,= ~z d=lz) of position states to give

For this task the quantum computer contains two circular qubit quantum registers, one with N + 2 qubits and the
other with N + 1 qubits, and a head moving on the registers. Both registers accommodate numbers up to *2N -1
with one ternary qubit in each in state 12) serving as an origin. The N+ 2 qubit register is a running memory for the
counting in the search part with o in state lmrl). The other serves to hold a permanent copy of the number on the
running memory when p is located. Whenever p is found, a computation phase ends the search part by changing the
o state to Imll), carrying out the copying, and subtracting 1 from the running memory to begin the return part.

The action phases move the quantum robot, with o in state [roll), and computation phases subtract 1 from the
running memory (no environment observations) until –1 is obtained. The state of o is now changed to ldn) to begin
the ballast part. The computation phases subtract 1 from the running memory until –(2N – 1) is reached when the
state of o becomes Intl >). The final part is a nonterminating action phase with quantum robot motion the only
activity. The o state @ >) represents a simikr nonterminating action phase if the particle is not located during
the search part of the task (i.e. not located in at most 2N – 1 iterations of the search action phase). For accurate
measurements th~ phase is entered if y - z <0 or y – x < 2N.

The dynamics of the task can be given schematically by a decision diagram which takes the properties of T= and
T. into account. This is shown in F@ure 1 with details given in the figure caption. The diagram is constructed so
that it applies to the subtree emanating from each node of the phase path tree described by Eq. 3. That is, it shows
what happens in the subtree based on the overall system state describing the node. This follows from the fact that
there is no diagram reference to where the quantum robot or p are on the lattice. XQR = Zp? refers only the presence
or absence of p at the location of the quantum robot, wherever that is. Also there are no definite duration times
associated with either action phases (circles) or with computation phase components (square boxes).

In earlier work T was required to be such that just one phase path in the phase path sum of Eq; 3 contributed.
The dispersion in phase path length (tsum) and durations of phases (h sums) was present. Here this restriction will
be retained for the computation phase only. For T= the single path condition is expressed in Eq. 3 by requiring that if
j is even, then for each input state Ip(j)) to the j/2th computation phase, there is a unique output phase path state
!P(j + 1)). Spreating or quantum dispersion from ]p(j)) to Ip(j + l)),which is retained, is limited to that given by
the hj sum (and the t sum).

Here the T. matrix elements (z’, 1,ilT=lz, 1, 1) are required to be local in the sense that their magnitude decreases
rapidly as the dktance Iz’ – z! increases. The state of c is denoted by i = 0,1. This is a generalization of the earlier
discussion of this example [8] in which only one phase path was included by requiring the T= matrix element to be O
unless zl=zandi=l, orz’ =z+ landi= O for 11)= ]nwl). For 11)= Inzll) the second condition was replaced
byx’=x–landi=O.

Phase path dispersion enters here in that the matrix elements (1,z’, ilT=ll, z, 1) are # Ofor different values of z’ – Z.
This generates many different action phase output states for each input state with amplitudes determined by sums
of products of T= matrix elements over all paths within the action phase. The dependence of the matrix elements on
the different final c states Ii) shows the action phase contributions to dispersion in the number of phases in a path (t
sum) and duration in each action phase (h sum) in the phase path sum of Eq. 3.
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B. Accuracy

It is clear from the task description that without further restrictions on T, iteration of T will describe a task and
final overall system state that hasnorelation tothetask goal asshownby Eq. 4. Tosee this let V(0) =~(O)@P
represent an initial state with o and c in state lnwl, O) and the quantum robot and p in the lattice position state
lZ)@Pwith @P= ~y Cyly). Other initial state values can be obtained from Fig. 1. The probability after k steps that
the search part of the task is done and E is recorded on the permanent memory is given by

Pk(n) = (v(k) ]P;~(l – p:. Jlv(k)) = ~ lcy]2pk(% ?/) (6)
Y

where

Pk(7z, y) = (y, @k(y) lP;’(1 – P&rJly, @k(g)). (7)

In these equations Q(k) = T~V(0) = ZY cy~~(y)ly) where ~~(y) is the state of the quantum robot after k steps
corresponding top in state Iy). The projection operator P~t = IzL)(zIwhere In) isthe permanent memory qubit string
state correspondhg to the number n. The righthand equality of Eq.6, and Eq. 7, express the condition that p is
motionless and its state, except for possible entanglement, remains unchanged throughout the task.

The probability Pk (n, y) selects all phase paths in Eq. 3 containing 2n + 1 phases (TZaction and n + 1 computation
phases) in the completed search part of the task. These paths have in common the fact that in all but the last
computation phase p was not at the location of the quantum robot. This corresponds in the search part of the phase
path sum to a limitation, for all but the last two phases, to states in which the quantum robot and p are not at the
same location. The sum over the output states for the last (nth) action phase of the search part are limited to states
in which the quantum robot and p are at the same location y.

The k dependence of Pk(n) enters through the requirement that paths in the phase path sum for ~~(y)lg) con-
tributing to Eq. 7 are those containing n action phases in a completed search part of the task within k steps. The
k dependence enters through the h sums of Eq. 3, which express the quantum dispersion in the durations of the
different phases. It depends sensitively on the properties of T and on the d~tance II – Z. For sufficiently large k the
amplitudes of paths, that are still in search parts of the task with < n + 1 completed computation phases, should be
quite small. In this case if T= is reasonable (e.g. local, etc.) and @is a wave packet Iocfllzed around some value yo,

then for values of y around go, the infbite time _&nit Pm (n, g) should exist and be sensibly equal to P~(n, y) for large
k.

It may also be the case that for large k the dktribution of 11 (n, y), as a function of n may have a peak value and
spread around the peak value. However, without fimther restrictions on T=, the peak value may have no relation to
the distance between p and the quantum robot. O~e wag to r~medy this is to require that the matrix elements for
T= have the form I(nwl, z’, ilT=ll, Z, nwl)l w e-=(= ‘Z-l) ‘P(*) . In this case, for large a, @ and k, P~(n, y) should
be peaked around the value n = y – z with a narrow dispersion (provided O < y – z < 2~). In the limit CY=00 = @
the action phases would each consist of exactly one step and the dkkance measurement would be completely accurate
with no dispersion in the result. In thk case P= (n, y) = 6=,Y-Z which agrees with Eq. 4 for the range O < y —z < 2N
and P=(n) is strongly peaked around n = g – z.

Generalization to the case in which Eq. 5 applies is straightforward. In this case the right hand of Eq. 6 is replaced
by ~=,=,,y d:,dz lcy12P~(n, z’, z, y). The sum is nondiagonal in z and diagonal in y because in this simple example, the
quantum robot moves and p is motionless. For large values of a, ~, k the values of P~(n, z’, z, y) would be quite small
for z’ #Z. In the infinite limit for cr, @P~(n, z’, z, y) = &-J~,V-. w~lch agrees with Eq. 5 for O < Y - z < 2’V.

V. DISCUSSION

Here the existence of a step operator TC that connects each input path state to a unique output path state in
each computation phase was assumed implicitly. The existence of such a TC follows from the fact that there exists a
classical Turing machine step operator whose iterations describe a unique state path within each computation phase.
A quantum version can be defined that allows spreading along the unique path for each computation phase and
thereby introduces the dispersion shown by the h sums of Eq. 3. Generalization to T= that include sums over different
phase states, as was done here for T=, is left to future work.

The discussion above shows that the description of even a simple distance measurement is relatively complex if
specific account is taken of all the steps needed (see Fig. 1) to generate entanglements of the form of Eq. 4. This
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is based on the representation of numbers as states of quantum registers and the time taken in various pieces of
the task (e.g. the +1 or – 1 operations in the computation phases) and other factors. For the task in question the
activities, as shown in Figure 1, represent a task implementation that suggests the existence, for the class of all
physical experiments implementable by quantum robots, of a hypothesis [8] similar to the Church ‘IS.mingHypothesis
[14] for quantum computers [15].

In conclusion it should be stressed that,. as an inanimate physical system, the quantum robot knows nothing about
counting, or where it is on the lattice at any time, or that it is measuring anything at all. It is simply behaving
according to the dynamics specified by T.
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Figure 1. Decision Diagram for the Example Task. Task motion is shown by the arrows. The round circles
mTl, mr >, roll, ml >, and dn denote action phases. The square boxes denote memory system states (d = running
memory and st = permanent memory), questions, and addition (d = d +1) and subtraction (d = d – 1) of 1. The
boxes and arrows between successive actions show activities of each computation phase. The left hand column shows
the task search part dynamics. The central column, with horizontal arrows only, shows memory state changes when
p is found, and the righthand column shows the return part dynamics. Ballast activities are shown separately at the
bottom. The changes in o system states denoting the end of task parts are not shown as they are easily found from
the diagram.
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